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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A nuclear power plant (NPP) performance indicator (PI) is a basic parameter or description
(whether qualitative or quantitative) that is perceived as having potential meaning (or relationship)
to a given figure of merit (such as, economic value/production, safety, environmental cleanliness,
public image, etc.). Most frequently, to help ensure consistency in describing and conveying NPP
performance, a PI will be defined as a quantitative measure of an event or condition that can be
described either qualitatively or quantitatively. For example, some Pis that have been proposed
include: number of reactor scrams, number of safety system failures, the time between forced
outages, the amount of measured radiation exposure, etc.

Pis are useful in evaluating and comparing performance (e.g., over time for a given plant or group
of plants, over a cross-section of plants at a given time, etc.), and in serving as the basis for
making decisions affecting plant performance. Although Pis themselves are typically quantitative,
their use in a decision process can be purely qualitative or, if appropriately conceived, based or
guided (at least in part) on a more systematic, quantitative approach.

Currently, the qualitative use of performance indicators is an essential element of efforts, by the
nuclear industry and nuclear regulatory organizations, aimed at: monitoring plant performance;
identifying and rectifying degradations in plant performance; and developing effective strategies
for improving plant performance and enhancing operational safety.

The industry (i.e., World Association of Nuclear Operators [WANO], Swiss nuclear industry,
etc.) and regulators (eg, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [NRC]) have proposed,
developed, monitored, and reported a variety of performance indicators that relate to safety
and/or power production. The preponderance of such performance indicators can be
characterized as "low-level" Pis. A "low-level" PI is described in terms of fundamental plant
events or conditions that may ultimately impact overall performance (e.g., safety). Only to a
lesser extent have industry and regulators proposed the development and monitoring of "high-
level" performance indicators of plant safety. Such "high-level" safety performance indicators can
be termed distinctly as safety indicators (Sis); they serve to more directly measure/quantify plant
safety or the safety significance of plant events or conditions. Of course, it is not only possible
to categorize Pis as low-level or high-level, but other intermediate levels of Pis are also possible,
depending upon the nature of the PI and the framework or system under which Pis are used.

Even though lesser attention has been given in the past to establishing a formalized PI framework,
the selection and implementation of a well-structured monitoring system for performance
indicators and risk-based safety indicators is a crucial aspect of regulators' endeavors to implement
a meaningful system of risk- and performance-based regulations, and is equally crucial in
corresponding industry safety management and decision processes. The focal point of such efforts
should be on the effective use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), as PSA provides the
formal mechanism for quantifying the safety significance of operational events, corrective actions,
design modifications, and configuration (plant condition) changes. In other words, PSA
establishes a consistent framework for defining the most meaningful set of Pis, and for linking
these with the most effective Sis. Risk-based Pis and Sis (i.e., those quantities collectively
capable of relating failures or other plant occurrences to changes in risk) provide the rational,



quantitative, and uniform basis for comparing the safety significance of plant events and
conditions (including their causes and trends) at a given plant, among a group of plants, or for the
entire population of plants.

The existing literature, and existing programmatic efforts aimed at implementing performance
monitoring, reference and reveal significant facets of the overall performance modeling and
tracking process, but do not clearly identify the effective use of PSA in selecting Pis and Sis, and
in structuring these indicators into a coherent performance modeling framework. Hence, there
is clearly a need (as well as the potential) to: identify a better-focused/better-defined and more-
specific set of low-level Pis; to trend these Pis in an effective manner, and within a PSA
framework, such that their significance to Sis is obvious; and to identify and convey Sis that are
most amenable to the decision process and that are consistent with methods proposed for the
implementation of safety goals and other safety management objectives.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The principal objective of the present study is to review and evaluate existing PI monitoring
programs, and to develop and demonstrate an overall PSA-based methodology and framework
for the monitoring and use of risk-based Pis and Sis, that would enable.

• Identification of trends and patterns in safety performance at a specific plant

• Assessment of the significance of the trends and patterns

*• Identification of precursors or forerunners to accident sequences and to safety reductions

*• Identification of the most critical functional areas of concern at a plant (e.g., safety
equipment and human performance), especially as they relate to a defense-in-depth safety
philosophy

• Comparison of safety performance trends at a plant with those at other comparable plants
(i.e., "peers")

*• Identification of trends and patterns in safety performance of the population of plants

»• Incorporation of the Pis and Sis into a risk- and performance-based decision process

To support the overall project objective, it is important that information needs and data collection
procedures are clearly outlined. Of key significance in this regard is the premise that a
performance monitoring system should not be burdened by an excessive number of low-level Pis
that may have only a peripheral relationship to safety, or that are unnecessary altogether (either
because they are effectively redundant or they have poor or unknown correlation with safety).
Nonetheless, it is vital that the selected group of Pis are sufficient to relate to Sis that are
collectively based on accident prevention (i.e., core damage frequency) and accident mitigation
(i.e., risk of radiological releases).

Other supporting objectives of the study include the following:



• To identify and discuss other issues pertaining to the practical implementation of a safety
performance monitoring system, including outlining the computerized databases and
algorithms needed to automate the implementation of the performance monitoring system.

• To demonstrate implementation of the preliminary guidance for monitoring and use of the
selected set of Pis and Sis, within the proposed framework, via application to the
operating history of a nuclear power plant having a PSA and readily available event data.

It is important to note that the scope of this study is limited to safety performance modeling, as
opposed to modeling of other performance objectives (such as power production, environmental
factors, etc.).

1.3 Report Organization

This following section of this report provides an overview of the state-of-the-art in performance
monitoring of NPPs. This review of the recent literature examines performance indicators and
implementation formats proposed by regulatory and industry organizations. Then, Section 3
discusses the basis for use of a PSA framework in safety performance modeling, and describes the
general nature and role of Pis and Sis in safety performance modeling and related decision
making. Section 4 describes the specific proposed PSA-based Sis and Pis. The characteristics
of Pis which support Sis that are related to accident prevention and Sis that are related to
accident mitigation are described, and preliminary lists of specific Pis are provided. Section 5
discusses practical issues related to implementation of a safety performance monitoring system,
and outlines preliminary guidance for: the collection of data, the development and use of
databases and computer algorithms, the use of PSA models to evaluate Sis, and the format for
reporting and trending results. Section 6 serves as a demonstration of the proposed approach,
by applying it to the actual event history of a nuclear power plant that has been in operation for
several years. Section 7 provides a summary of this study and presents preliminary conclusions
and recommendations pertaining to implementation of a NPP safety performance monitoring
system. Finally, Section 8 provides a list of the references cited in this report.



2. REVIEW OF THE STATE-OF-THE ART

The NRC started its PI program in 1986 in order to provide objective measures of licensee
performance independent of other NRC programs [ 1 ]. The NRC's program includes indicators
of:

• the frequency of plant transients (scrams, safety system actuations, significant events,
forced outage rate, and equipment forced outage rate),

• equipment performance (safety system failures, significant events, equipment forced
outage rate),

• weaknesses in programmatic areas (administration, licensed operators, other personnel,
maintenance, design, miscellaneous, etc.), and

• collective radiation exposure.

The data are obtained from licensee event reports (LERs), licensee monthly operating reports and,
in the case of collective radiation exposure, from the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO). The NRC's PI reporting program includes quarterly data for each plant, as well as trends
of the plant's performance over time (short-term self-trend) and comparisons with other plants
(long-term deviations from peer-group median).

The NRC's PI report methodology was enhanced in 1993 [1] to provide comparisons of each
plant with a group of similar plants — its peers — rather than with the entire industry. At the same
time, changes were made to calculate trends and deviations separately for operating periods and
for shutdowns. This distinction of plant operating status was made because experience has shown
that PI data and their associated trends and deviations are greatly affected by plant activities,
which vary with the plant's operational mode. For example, when a plant enters a refueling
outage and maintenance and surveillance activities increase, the number of licensee event reports
typically goes up, the likelihood of discovering a safety system failure or of causing a safety
system actuation is somewhat higher, and radiation exposure increases. If no allowance were
made for changes in plant activities, the Pis would most likely indicate declining performance
simply because the plant has entered an outage

Therefore, the NRC's PI report was changed to separate performance during operations from
performance during shutdowns. In addition, the statistical significance of the trends and
deviations are now displayed. These additional results provide measures of the probability that
the trends or deviations could occur randomly; a lower value of such probability suggests a
greater likelihood that the trend is real.

Senior managers within the NRC meet semi-annually to discuss the performance of operating
plants in the U.S. The primary use of the PI report is in support of this Senior Management
Meeting process. The enhanced PI report highlights areas of significant performance, both good
and bad. Trends in performance with high statistical significance draw the attention of senior
managers. Plants with several such indications stand out for discussion. This feature has been
instrumental in calling attention to trends at specific plants, which have been followed up by an
inspection program.



The NRC's PI program provides an objective picture of plant performance based upon actual
operating experience. It is similar to the industry's performance indicator program, through INPO
and WANO. The current Pis are limited for purposes of trending individual plant performance,
primarily because of the low annual number of relevant data points and some double counting
among indicators. In addition, the statistical limitations of performance measures among plants
that perform well (where few, if any, data points are collected each year) is a difficult problem to
over come with the present PI program.

The NRC is in the process of preparing a new rule to require the reporting of safety system
reliability data to assist the NRC in moving toward risk- and reliability-based regulation [?]. As
a consequence, the NRC's PI program is currently undergoing re-evaluation. The addition of
indicators that relate to safety system reliability are planned, and some existing indicators will be
replaced or modified to provide better indications of safety performance. These changes are
expected to be incorporated over the next two to three years.

In addition, the NRC has developed an approach for generally applying probabilistic safety
analysis (PSA) methodology to the analysis of operational events. This process is called accident
sequence precursor (ASP) analysis. The ASP program is concerned with the identification and
quantification of conditional core damage probabilities due to events in which functions that
provide protection against core damage have been challenged or compromised. These can be
either actual events (initiators) that involve portions of core damage sequences, or conditions
(equipment unavailabilities) that would, if certain initiating events were to occur, form portions
of core damage sequences. Given that an event or condition which forms part of a core damage
sequence has actually occurred, the ASP methodology is used to calculate the probability of core
damage during the time of vulnerability. This probability is therefore conditional, given that an
event or unavailability has already occurred. The figure of merit for ASP analyses is conditional
core damage probability (CCDP), and events with CCDPs equal to or greater than 10"6 are
considered accident sequence precursors. Based on the relative contribution to risk, operational
events have traditionally been grouped into three types of initiators: (1) transients, (2)
loss-of-offsite power events, and (3) loss-of-coolant accidents. For PWRs, a fourth initiator,
steam generator tube rupture, has been added.

Under the ASP program, operational events are systematically screened both by using a
computerized algorithm with the NRC's Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS) licensee
event report data base, the primary data source for the program, and by staff members using a set
of deterministic criteria, which is also the basis for the Significant Event PI. This screening
identifies potentially risk-significant events or conditions which, if additional failures had occurred,
could have resulted in inadequate core cooling and severe core damage. Those selected by this
screening are independently reviewed and the most significant ones are evaluated to identify,
document, and quantitatively rank them. ASP program results are published annually in the
NUREG/CR-4674 series of reports [2].

The ASP methodology has been particularly effective in identifying important events or conditions
whose safety significance was not fully recognized through the deterministic review process. A
notable limitation of the present implementation of ASP methodology is that the evaluations of
CCDFs are based on generic plant models as opposed to detailed, plant-specific PSA studies.
Additionally, the methodology addresses only precursors to core damage and not precursors to
containment failure or radiological releases.



The CCDF estimate resulting from the ASP methodology can be categorized as a high-level safety
performance indicator. As discussed above, in the NRC's PI program, the ASP safety indicator
is augmented by the following seven lower-level Pis:

• Number of reactor scrams while critical
*• Number of safety system actuations
• Number of significant events
• Number of safety system failures
• Forced outage rate
• Equipment forced outages per 1,000 commercial critical hours
• Collective radiation exposure (Man-REM)

Other lower-level Pis have also been developed, and are being monitored, by WANO [3] and the
Swiss nuclear power industry [4], These Pis include.

WANO Performance Indicators:

- Collective radiation exposure (Man-Sv)
• Unit capability factor
*• Unplanned capability loss factor
• Unplanned automatic scrams per 7,000 hours of reactor criticality
• Volume of low-level solid radioactive waste
• Thermal efficiency
• Industrial safety accident rate
• Safety system performance
• Fuel reliability
*• Chemistry index

Swiss Nuclear Industry Performance Indicators.

- Energy availability and utilization
• Unplanned and planned losses in energy production
•• Collective radiation exposure (during refueling outages and during operation)
• Annual number of reactor scrams

Additionally, NUREG/CR-5436 has identified 78 low-level Pis in an initial-phase effort aimed at
developing a list of candidate Pis. These Pis, which were designed primarily to relate to
maintenance and programmatic issues, are presented in Table 2.1 below.

Recently, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has also started a program to develop
plant safety indicators [5]. The low-level Pis identified in the IAEA approach are summarized in
Table 2.2 below. The IAEA approach also formulates a hierarchical framework within which the
Pis are structured. Specific indicators (low-level Pis), strategic indicators (intermediate-level
Pis), overall indicators, and safety attributes define the various levels of the specific performance
indicator hierarchy developed for the objective of plant safety.

It is significant to note that many of the proposed performance indicators are related to power
production and industrial safety, as opposed to public safety. Additionally, several other Pis are



Table 2.1 Performance indicators proposed

tt Annunciator alarms continuously on
M Lifted leads
tt MWRs on safety-related equipment
# Components tagged out for maintenance
ti Components tagged out for maintenance for over 3 months

# Maintenance personnel contaminations
1/ Missed surveillances on equipment
t MWRs written by maintenance staff
# Repeat maintenance items
# Temporary modifications over 3 month delay (%)

it Realignments during maintenance
tt Temporary modifications
# Wrong unit ' wrong train events
'••» Corrective MWRs older than 3 months
°o LERs due to maintenance

% Preventive MWRs completed on safety equipment
Accumulated duration of LCO conditions
Backlog of ECNs related to equipment performance
Backlog of maintenance procedure revisions
Component in LCO condition

Corrective maintenance backlog greater than 3 months
ESF actuations due to maintenance and testing
Fraction of labor hours on surveillance
Fraction of MWRs reviewed by QC
Fraction of components under condition monitoring

Heat rate loss (thermal performance)
Industrial safety lost-time accident rate
Maintenance backlog
Maintenance overtime
Maintenance rework

Maintenance staff radiation exposure
Maintenance staff size
Mean age of maintenance procedure revisions
Mean repair time
Mean time between forced outages from equipment failures

Mean time between repairs (most frequently repaired items)
Mean time to return to service
Number and duration of BOP equipment out of service
Part 21 reports
Preventative maintenance items overdue

Rate of adoption of industry upgrades
Rate of calibration errors
Rate of deferred periodic tests
Rate of downtimes due to degraded failures
Rate of downtimes due to failures

inNUREG/CR-5436

Rate of faults detected by actual demand
Rate of faults detected by periodic testing
RateofLCOs
Rate of maintenance errors
Rate of maintenance requested training programs

Rate of maintenance staff on vendor courses
Rate of maintenance staff retraining
Rate of manhours in maintenance
Rate of misalignments
Rate of MWRs

Rate of MWRs completed
Rate of out-of-service tags
Rate of pending modification requests
Rate of root cause evaluations due to maintenance
Rate of spare parts unavailable

# QC staff/ U maintenance staff
ft Hours to repair degraded components/total maintenance
hours
# Repairs while degraded / (ft repairs failed + degraded)
ft Deficiencies discovered in surveillance ' total discovered
ft Failures during post-maintenance test / ft of post-maint.
tests

# Highest-priority MWRs / M total MWRs
Mean repair time / time to fail or degrade
# MWRs received / # MWRs completed
ft Preventative maintenance hours / # total maintenance
hours
ft Utility staff/ ft contractor staff

Repair duration with respect to AOT by technical
specifications
Safety system function trend
Safety system performance indicator
ft Scrams due to maintenance and testing
Turnover rate / ft vacancies

Wall thinning, pitting
ft Wrong part events



Table 2.2 Low-level performance indicators proposed by IAEA

Number of forced power reductions and outages due to external causes
Number of forced power reduction and outages due to internal causes

Number of corrective work orders issued for safety systems
Number of corrective work orders issued for BOP systems

Number of unplanned scrams
Number of RPS/ESFAS failures
Number of safety system actuations

Number of human related incidents during test or maintenance
Number of hours a safety system is unavailable
Safety system unreliability
Number of system/train failures
Number of maintenance work requests for safety systems
Common-cause failures on safety-related equipment
Number of component failures in safety related systems
Ratio of training hours to working hours
Ratio of failed re-licensing exams to total re-licensing exams

Number of workers receiving doses above limits
Collective radiological exposure
Ratio of downtime to AOT
Average time of clearing lit annunciators
Ratio of corrective to preventive maintenance
Technical specification exemptions
Number of violations of licensing limits

Number of deviations/failures with repeated root cause
Percentage of events that undergo root-cause analysis
Frequency of peer reviews and audits
Average peer review and audit finding clearance time
Number of safety issues in backlog



only loosely related to plant safety. Although they serve as basis for making general qualitative
statements and judgment concerning plant safety, it is often difficult to objectively ascertain what
relationship or quantitative effect they have on safety. A significant intent of this study is to
define Pis and Sis in such a way that the impacts on safety are objectively measurable, through
use of a PSA-based framework. This study is consistent with other recent studies [6-7] that have
promoted the use of PSAs and safety indicators to support safety decision making for nuclear
power plants.



3. PSA-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR SAFETY PERFORMANCE MONITORING

3.1 Use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment

PSA has been developed and used to systematically evaluate measures of plant risk, in order to
better understand plant behavior (including dominant accident sequences and individual risk
contributors), and to establish a basis for comparing safety among plants and comparing safety
of given plants with safety goals. Clearly, there are a variety of uses of PSA. Logically, since
PSA provides meaningful measures of plant safety, one of such potential uses is in the safety
performance modeling of nuclear power plants.

Generally speaking, a well-constructed PSA model provides a comprehensive development of the
impact of initiators and plant conditions on the risk of plant core damage (Level-1 PSA); on the
risk of radiological releases (Level-2 PSA); on the risk of environmental and health consequences,
including fatalities (Level-3 PSA); and on the effects of external hazards, such as ground motions,
high winds, flooding, etc. (External Events PSA). Indeed, to the extent that the PSA is
comprehensive with respect to accounting for all initiators and plant conditions (or all categories
of initiators and conditions) that may impact safety, it correspondingly serves as the most reliable
basis for reporting plant safety. Thus, not only is PSA an obvious choice for establishing a
framework for safety performance modeling, but one can say that, in fact, a safety performance
modeling process has greatest meaning only when based on a comprehensive PSA. Other
frameworks for the identification and use of safety performance indicators are clearly less
rigorous, and are typically only qualitative in terms of their correlation with safety.

However, PSAs are not specifically designed for use in safety performance modeling and tracking.
In particular, a PSA typically provides a relatively static "snap-shot" of plant safety, based on
long-term characteristics. Even a "living PSA" will provide only a series of such snap-shots at
various largely-spaced and non-uniform time intervals. In contrast, what is needed for an
adequate safety monitoring system is a more continuous reporting of plant risk, effectively, a
"motion picture" of safety that is also sensitive to temporal changes in plant conditions as they
occur over the short term. Although changes in plant conditions can imply corresponding changes
in the PSA logic model (and can be adequately accounted for in a living PSA model), the most
frequent short-term temporal changes of significance adjust only the input parameters (e.g.,
random failure rates, human error rates, test and maintenance unavailabilities, component
fragilities, etc.) of a PSA Hence, PSAs can be readily adapted to safety performance modeling,
through use of living PSA models (to account for major changes in plant configuration) and
through more continuous adjustment of input parameters (reflecting the short term changes in
events and conditions affecting safety) and re-quantification of the PSA model.

Additionally, it must be recognized that there are effects on safety that may not be
immediately/directly accounted for within a conventional PSA framework, but may nonetheless
be worthy of consideration. For instance, organizational factors (including administrative
procedures) are not generally modeled in a PSA, although their effects can ultimately impact the
PSA model (i.e., via changes in plant configuration, maintenance error rates, component failure
rates, etc.) Therefore, unless an organizational risk analysis that adjusts inputs to the PSA model
is performed, it must be accepted that a PSA-based framework for safety performance will be
incapable of modeling directly the safety implications of most of the administrative procedures and
programmatic efforts. (This implies that performance indicators that pertain to administrative
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actions and organizational factors are at a lower level than what can be formally addressed within
a typical PSA model Such lower-level organizational-related performance indicators can be
identified and tracked in the safety monitoring process; however, without undertaking a separate
organizational PSA, their effects on quantitative measures of plant safety will not be obvious, and
they will serve simply to augment the PSA-based framework.) However, once such factors
produce a change in plant configuration or plant conditions, or contribute to a plant event, their
effects will have become implicit in the PSA model.

3.2 Performance Indicators

Accepting a living-PSA-based framework for safety performance modeling suggests an
identification of the Pis and Sis that are important to track in a safety monitoring process. Simply
stated, Sis are chosen indices of safety measured in a PSA (e.g., core damage frequency,
containment failure frequency, etc.), and directly relevant Pis include only those conditions or
events that act to rationally modify any PSA input parameter which (through re-quantification
of the PSA model) has a consequential impact on the chosen Sis.

Any PI that cannot be directly related (or at least meaningfully correlated) to a change in a PSA
input parameter does not have a tractable effect on plant safety, and its use and implications are
therefore unclear. For purposes of practical implementation of a safety performance modeling
system, it is desirable to minimize the number of such superfluous Pis. As noted above, however,
it may be important to include tracking of a small number of such Pis (for example, those related
to, or affected by, organizational performance), to augment the PSA-based Pis, to account for
indicators at a lower-level than can be addressed in a PSA. However, much less
weight/importance in performance reporting and the decision making process should be given to
such Pis, in comparison to the PSA-based/relevant Pis.

The following section of this report proposes specific Sis and Pis for use in a safety performance
monitoring program.

3.3 Hierarchical Use of Performance Indicators

Just as use of a PSA-based framework implies the selection of Sis and Pis, it also implies a
hierarchy among them, as governed by the PSA model. The lowest-level Pis relate to those
events or conditions that correlate with changes in a basic PSA input parameter. For instance,
if it can be shown that there exists a meaningful correlation between the failure rate of a given
component and the number of maintenance work order requests issued for that component, then
the component's failure rate can be appropriately modified (resulting from the change in the PI)
and the PSA can be requantified to assess the change in Sis. Similarly, if a correlation is
encountered that impacts the frequency of an initiating event, a corresponding change in Sis
would also be assessed. The next level of Pis are those that//x the failure or unavailability of a
given component (or components). For example, if a feedwater pump actually failed or became
unavailable, the corresponding failure rate would be set at a value equal to unity, and the PSA
would be requantified to assess the change in Sis for the time period the pump was out of
commission. The next higher level of Pis are those that fix the failure or unavailability of a given
safety train, or perhaps result in the unavailability of a safety system (or systems). Still, the next
higher level of Pis are those that fix the failure or unavailability of a given plant safety function.
Another level of Pis would pertain to the occurrence of an initiating event. If an initiating event
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has actually occurred, then the corresponding initiating event frequency would be set to unity, and
the PSA model would be requantified to assess changes in Sis.

In principal, this approach to definition of Pis reveals that nearly an infinite number of Pis would
need to be tracked, covering all possible impacts on failure rates of individual components,
combinations of components, individual systems, combinations of systems, etc., as well as on
frequencies of all initiating events. Clearly, tracking of a comprehensive set of such individual Pis
is impractical. However, it should be kept in mind that the quantities of primary interest are the
Sis, which consist of just a few items. Having information on Pis is of secondary importance in
determining safety impacts, but nonetheless, is needed in providing those insights crucial to
decision making. (Such insights would include, for instance, information as to the cause of a
significant change in an SI.)

What is needed, therefore, is a system for categorizing events and conditions into a limited, yet
meaningful set of Pis that are significantly related to changes in Sis and provide adequate detail
for decision making. In such a system, the raw data for assessing Pis are the specific events or
conditions that result in changes in Pis (and ultimately Sis). The raw data are categorized into
different types of Pis, and the PSA is used to categorize the safety significance of the raw
events/conditions into a specific PI level. For instance, then, a Type-C, Level-1 PI might relate
to events or conditions that involved failure or unavailability of one or more components (a Type-
C event) and individually led to a large potential increase in plant core damage frequency (Level-1
risk significance). The system for establishing the type and level of a PI is related to the hierarchy
established by a PSA framework. The type and level of each PI provides a meaningful description
of the safety significance of individual events or conditions, and yet does not require that a very
large number of indicators be tracked. Furthermore, for purposes of predicting future changes
in plant safety, such a PI matrix serves to better reveal the specific events and conditions that
historically have had the greatest impact on plant safety, and whose trends it may be important
to study in greater detail. For purposes in decision making, if the trend in a given PI and impact
on Sis suggested a potential safety concern, the decision maker would be able to determine the
nature and significance of the potential concern by the type, level, and value of the PI. Then, if
the nature and significance of the potential concern was judged to suggest that a plant
modification or other specific action may be in order, the decision maker would examine the raw
data producing the anomalous PI and pinpoint the precise source of the safety concern.

Such a system of Sis and types/levels of Pis also provides a basis for monitoring a group of plants
and for meaningfully comparing the performance of various plants.

The following section discusses the basis for selecting Sis, presents the basis and approach for
defining the supporting PSA-based PI matrix and event tracking, and describes additional Pis
useful for augmenting the proposed performance monitoring system.
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4. PROPOSED APPROACH TO SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

4.1 Attributes of Risk-Based Safety and Performance Indicators

Risk-based Sis are formulated on the premise that plant structures, systems, components,
operating personnel, and management organizations which are involved in the performance of a
safety related function can be considered to be risk significant, if they appear to contribute to core
damage frequency or loss-of-containment integrity. Therefore, Sis can be derived by
decomposing the risk' into constituent parts, collecting raw data related to those parts, and
analyzing the raw data to develop indicators and trends in behavior for purposes of comparison
with existing and historical trends, and for predicting future trends. The salient attributes of safety
performance indicators and their implications for risk-based safety indicators are listed in Table
4.1.

Table 4.1 Salient attributes of safety performance indicators and implications for risk-based
safety indicators

Attribute

Relationship to Safety

Measurable

Based on readily available data

Sensitive to potential deficiencies

Permits trend evaluation

Not sensitive to inadequacies of the
means used

Not too broad or narrow

Dynamic

Cost-effective to maintain

Implications for Risk-Based Sis

Risk (e.g., frequency of core damage or radiological
release) is the best quantitative and integral measure of
plant safety

Credible and 'living PSA" model linking hardware and
human failure data to risk

Comprehensive and reliable system of reporting
occurrences in sufficient detail

Proper system boundary definitions and thresholds of
significance

Optimum monitoring frequency; proper statistics

Adequate analysis of occurrence reports, including plant
condition, system involvement, and root-cause evaluation.

Proper grouping of the categories of failure data and
information

Sufficiently extensive in terms of types of plant problems
covered (e.g., include events as well as precursors, near
misses, malfunctions, errors, etc.)

Avoid overloading data collection system with too many
indicators

1 Here expressed as a frequency of core damage multiplied by conditional probability
of radiological release, given core damage. (Other definitions of risk can serve as the basis for
formulating Sis, as well.)
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4.2 Relationship Between Sis, Pis, and Event Forerunners

The risk of radiological releases to the environment can be defined to consist of the following
elements:

{Risk of Radiological Releases} = {Frequency of Initiating Event} (1)

R = I

x {Unavailability of Safety Systems}

Qs

x {Unavailability of Containment}

Qc

Risk-based Sis are defined in terms of the major factors that govern the potential changes in risk.
Their assessment requires the use of PSA models and risk importance functions to quantitatively
relate occurrences of various events to the resulting changes in risk; and to group occurrences;
and to use a screening criteria to discriminate against insignificant events. In addition, these risk-
based Sis must be supplemented with other appropriate Pis to monitor more direct sources of
safety changes, as well as to monitor indirect sources of safety effects, such as those relating to
"safety attitude" and "organizational factors" (i.e., issues not adequately covered within the
current state-of-the-art PSAs).

Table 4.2 shows the qualitative relationship between Equation (1) (i.e., Risk or Sis) and a
hierarchical structure of Pis proposed by IAEA [5], Although useful, the IAEA performance
monitoring model was not designed to exclusively monitor plant safety, and thus, it has some
significant limitations with respect to safety performance modeling. First, it can be seen that the
IAEA indicators are too complex and broad in nature for purposes of safety monitoring; many of
the indicators are only significant from an economic performance point of view and not necessarily
from a risk and safety standpoint. Second, even when the set of indicators is pared down to
include only those that are thought to impact safety, the number of such indicators is large. Most
importantly, however, there is no mechanism for quantitatively relating the effects of changes in
Pis to changes in Sis. Indeed there are no measurable Sis in the IAEA model, and there is no
basis for ascertaining the true importance, or potential importance, of the indicators on plant
safety. As discussed, in Section 3 of this report, such capability requires the use of a PSA-based
performance modeling system, which is not explicit in the IAEA approach. Consequently, the
proposed IAEA performance monitoring approach would not fulfill the desired attributes defined
in Table 4.1, and an alternative method is desirable.

In addition to the need for establishing a direct quantitative relationship between Pis and Sis, it
is important to be able to correlate potential causes of events, or event forerunners, with changes
in PSA input parameters, so that they can be related to changes in Pis and Sis. An event relates
to any condition or activity that may ultimately lead to a plant event or condition that alters safety.
Many of the indicators proposed by IAEA and others are actually event antecedents, or
forerunners, rather than events that have a known effect on safety. They are not direct indicators
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Table 4.2 Qualitative relationship between risk-based indicators and IAEA's (draft)
hierarchical structure for performance monitoring. (The shaded region signifies
potential risk-based safety indicators)

Indicator

Overall
Indicator

Strategic
Indicator

Specific
Indicator

l.

2.

1.1

2.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

2.1.1

2.1.2

R

Stable planned
production level
Low amount of
corrective maintenance

Forced power
reductions and outages
Corrective work orders
issued

Forced power
reductions Btttf outages
due to external catuses
Forced power
reductions and outages
dm to internal <*uses

Corrective work orders
issued for safety
systems
Corrective work orders
issued for BOP
systems

3.

3.1

3.2

MA

xia

3.2,1

I

Challenges to
safety systems

RPS
actuations

Safety system
actuations

Unplanned
acraros
KP&ESFAS
failures

Safety system
actuations

4.

4.1
4.2

4.3

4.1.1

4 A,2

4.1.3

4,2.1

4.2.2

4J2.3
42,4

4.3.1

4.3.2

Q

Plant ability to respond
to challenge

Safety system readiness
Safety system
performance
Operator preparedness

Safety system
unavailability
Human related incidents
during test or
maintenance
Hours safety system

Safety system
unreliability
Safety system/train
failures
MWRs for safety system
CCF& on safety rdatedl
eqatpraen*

Ratio of
Training/working hours
Ratio of failed/total
relicensing exams

of safety, but they are thought or perceived to have some impact (albeit unknown) on safety. An
example of an event forerunner might be the number of maintenance work order requests on
safety-related components. The best that can be done with event forerunners, in a safety
monitoring process, is to attempt to establish a correlation (or to hypothesize a correlation, which
can be refined as performance monitoring progresses) between the event forerunner and a PSA
input/model parameter, resulting in a measurable impact on Pis and Sis.

Even though the basis for identifying event forerunners is not as well founded as the basis for
establishing PSA-related Pis and Sis, accounting for event forerunners is highly important in a
safety monitoring process, particularly with respect to predicting possible future trends in plant
safety. Furthermore, although the correlation between an event forerunner and PSA input
parameters is not exact, it does not need to be exact to have meaning to safety monitoring. The
goal is to estimate the potential gross magnitude of impact that an event forerunner might have
on safety. For those event forerunners that can be determined a priori to have little potential
impact on safety, as determined from analysis of the PSA model, there is no need for establishing
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a correlation. Similarly, for event forerunners that operating experience would indicate have little
potential to affect plant safety, there is also no need for establishing a refined predictive
correlation. But for those event forerunners that cannot be ruled out as being insignificant (or
more usefully, for those that are ultimately ruled in as being important based on their
demonstrated ongoing influence in the performance monitoring system), the determination of
refined correlations is a significant aspect in the performance monitoring process. Initial and
refined correlations between event forerunners and PSA input/model parameters must be simple,
yet sufficiently meaningful in order to be applied to performance modeling.

The following discussion provides recommendations pertaining to the selection of Sis, Pis, and
event-forerunner correlations.

4.3 Recommended Safety Indicators (Sis)

Given that the development of a safety performance system should be based on PSA framework
and results, the candidate Sis of significance can be narrowed down to the following:

•• Core damage frequency (CDF), or change in core damage frequency

*• Plant damage state (PDS) frequencies, or changes in PDS frequencies

• Frequency of significant radiological releases, or change in the frequency of significant
radiological releases

• Conditional frequency of significant release given core damage, or the change in this
conditional frequency

* Risk of offsite consequences, or change in the risk of offsite consequences

The first candidate SI above is a significant measure of plant safety that has been widely used in
safety evaluations and comparisons. The second candidate SI set above (i.e., those involving PDS
frequencies) is not practical for incorporating into a performance modeling system, because in
general, several PDSs are typically developed in a given PSA. Furthermore, although the most
critical PDS (or PDSs) could be selected, their would be no assurance that the PDSs could be
meaningfully compared among different plants. The third candidate SI above is not independent
of core damage frequency, and thus obscures the monitoring of safety in its distinct components
of accident prevention and accident mitigation. In contrast, the fourth candidate SI enables
independent monitoring of accident mitigation and evaluation of the impacts of events/conditions
that are important to this safety objective. The last candidate SI above is not practical in a safety
performance modeling system, for the following reasons: it requires a Level-3 PSA, which will
not typically be available; it involves several measures of risk (latent and acute health effects,
environmental consequences, real property losses, etc.) among which it would be difficult to
derive a single consensus measure for performance assessment; it does not enable the distinct
monitoring of accident prevention and accident mitigation; it is overly complex; and it is sensitive
to several factors that cannot be controlled by the utility or regulator, and hence, would not serve
as the most effective SI for performance monitoring.
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Considering the foregoing, the following two Sis are recommended here for use in a safety
performance monitoring system:

• SIj = Percent change in CDF (with respect to the baseline PSA CDF result)

•• SI2 = Percent change in conditional frequency of significant release given core damage
(with respect to the baseline PSA result for this frequency)

Evaluation of Sis

The process for evaluating these Sis, in the most exact sense, could consist of re-quantifying the
PSA model, given an event or condition that suggests a change in a PSA input/model parameter.
However, for practical implementation, it is desirable to define the Sis in terms of potential
changes in safety based on an approximate assessment. There are at least two advantages to such
an approach: first, the Sis can be obtained more easily and readily than using PSA re-
quantification, and hence, the approach involves less cost and delay in reporting; and second, the
Sis become enhanced in a way that highlights to the decision maker the potential safety
significance of events/conditions, and hence, the approach minimizes the possibility that a
potentially important occurrence will be overlooked. Section 5 of this report provides further
discussion on the assessment of Sis based on potential safety changes.

4.4 Recommended Performance Indicators (Pis)

Potential candidates for safety-related performance indicators include the following.

Safety function unavailability
Safety system unavailability
Train unavailability or multiple train unavailabilities
Initiating event (internal or external)
Component unavailability or multiple related unavailabilities
Other significant events or collectively significant related occurrences
Balance of plant failures

*• Personnel errors
»• Non-power events
*• Other potentially significant events or event forerunners

As outlined in Section 3, safety-related Pis are most meaningfully defined within a PSA
framework, and can be effectively based on categorizing events and conditions (i.e., the raw
performance data) into a matrix of type of PSA impact and level of potential risk significance.
The Pis of interest, then, are the number (or other quantitative description) of events/conditions
that belong to a given category of occurrence.

PI Types

Following are the recommended types for Pis in the proposed safety performance monitoring
system:

Type A. Initiating event; or changes, in a known way, an initiating event frequency;
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Type B: Functional unavailability, system unavailability; train unavailability; or changes, in
a known way, the failure rate of a safety function, system, or train (directly,
without being attributable to a change in component failure rates);

Type C: Component unavailability; or changes, in a known way, a component failure rate;
and

Type D: Correlates with a change in a failure rate (of a safety component, train, system, or
function) or an initiating event frequency.

The purpose of categorizing Pis into types is to: (a) map the myriad of possible event/conditions
into a manageable set of groups; and (b) provide a means by which one can obtain insight as to
the source (within a PSA framework) of SI changes.

In the usual case, each PI type embodies only a single occurrence. Multiple occurrences, even
though they may be related and simultaneous, would be accounted as separate occurrences of the
relevant PI or Pis. However, if the change in an SI, due to the occurrence of multiple,
simultaneous component failures (i.e., Type-C events), would be underestimated by accounting
for the occurrences separately, then the combined event would be conservatively accounted as
a Type-B event to highlight its potential risk significance.

In the foregoing classification scheme, functional, system, or train (FST) failures are all embedded
as Type-B events for the following reasons: (1) in general, few occurrences of such events are
expected; (2) the number of Pis that are tracked is reduced; and (3) significance of such events
are conservatively highlighted by treating them as potential functional failures; and (4) the data
searching capabilities of an automated performance monitoring system will enable the analyst or
decision maker to readily extract the precise nature of the event/occurrence that led to the change
in the PI. Also, to help simplify the PI system, any condition which results in a known change in
the frequency of an initiating event, FST failure rate, or component failure rate is accounted,
respectively, as a Type A, Type B, or Type C event, since it would have an impact on the PSA
model that is similar to an actual unavailability. (In other words, the frequency in each such case
changes, not to unity, but to some value between the baseline PSA value and unity.)

As already noted, accounting for Type D events is a very important aspect of a performance
monitoring system which has the objective of predicting future performance. Additionally, such
Type-D events are expected to occur most frequently among the four types of events cited above.
Sections 4.5 and 5.4 of this report discuss further the treatment of Type-D events in this study,
as well as the importance of the long-term objective of developing correlations between Type D
Pis and PSA input parameters.

PI Levels

The recommended levels of potential risk significance for Pis in the proposed safety performance
monitoring system are:

Level 1: High potential relative increase in an SI;

Level 2: Moderate potential relative increase in an SI, and
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Level 3: Low potential relative increase in an SI

The purpose of categorizing Pis into levels is to enable one to be able to distinguish the
significance of each PI In this way, the source of a marked SI change can be readily tracked to
either a single significant event, a number of events/conditions of lesser significance, or something
in between.

The descriptions "high," "moderate," and "low" are related to relative quantitative contributions
to core damage frequency and conditional frequency of significant release given core damage, and
are discussed further in Section 5. Note that the several possible event/conditions that have a
negligible effect on risk are not included in the recommended performance monitoring system
(i.e., they are effectively screened out from the monitoring process), thus having the desirable
effect of enhancing the efficiency of the approach without loss of usability.

Evaluation of Pis

The general process of evaluating safety-related Pis, and determining corresponding changes in
Sis, on a periodic basis, consists of the following steps:

1. Collect raw data on the various occurrences (events and conditions) relevant to the PSA
model

2. Perform an analysis of plant involvement, failure modes, and potential causes of observed
failures (e.g., as in the NRC's Sequence Coding and Search System [SCSS]).

3. Perform the categorization of each event/condition into its respective Pis. Accumulate
changes to Pis based on all occurrences.

4. Re-evaluate each SI based on the cumulative effect of the changes in Pis.

Tracking of Pis and Sis

The monitoring of Sis can take place in a variety of ways, some of which include:

• Real time monitoring, as events occur. In this case, Sis can be plotted as a continuous
function of time, and such plots can be included in reports released at periodic intervals
(e.g., quarterly, semi-annually, annually).

• Periodic reporting of the maximum value of the SI experienced over the reporting time
period of interest Comparison of maximum SI values for various reporting intervals.

*• Periodic reporting of the average value of the SI experienced over the reporting time
period of interest. Comparison of average SI values for various reporting intervals.

For any of these alternatives for reporting of Sis, the Pis could be simply accumulated for each
reporting time interval, they could be plotted as they occur, or they could be plotted cumulatively
as a function of time.
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The recommended format for performance monitoring is to produce, in periodic reports,
continuous plots of Sis versus time and cumulative plots of Pis versus time. On the SI plots, the
maximum, minimum, and average values of the Sis (for the reporting period) would also be
indicated.

It must be noted, that currently it is not ascertainable as to whether or not correlations of the type
discussed above can, in practice, be obtained. Accordingly, the use of Type-D Pis is subject to
the ability to develop appropriate correlations for meaningful categories of event forerunners.
However, even though this is one of the most difficult and uncertain aspects of risk-based safety
performance monitoring, its consideration is warranted by the fact that these types of Pis would
most likely involve the greatest quantity of data (events), and thereby be most suitable for
trending.

4.5 Event Forerunners and Correlations with PSA Model Parameters

An extensive list of candidate event forerunners can be compiled from the collective set of
proposed indicators that have been identified in Section 2 (including Tables 2.1 and 2.2) and
whose effects on safety cannot be directly incorporated into PSA modeling. It is also possible to
conceive of additional candidate event forerunners. It is important to note that many of the
candidate event forerunners are either defined in a dependent manner, or have a dependent root
cause. To the extent possible, a set of event forerunners that are nearly mutually exclusive, or
reasonable so, in terms of root cause, should be selected. For instance, if 10 event forerunners
are related to different frequency measures or descriptions of corrective maintenance requests,
say, then the one that is thought to best correlate to PSA inputs should be chosen. Similarly, a
single event forerunner might be selected for a set of events that relate to: preventative
maintenance adequacy, training adequacy, etc.

According to the preceding PI matrix identified in Section 4.4, event forerunners can be
categorized as having a Type-D PSA impact. Event forerunners that map into Type D, Level 3
are considered to be of lesser importance to safety performance modeling, and they can be
accounted for by means of simple correlations. The initial focus in development of refined
correlations should be placed on event forerunners that map into Level 1 and Level 2, Type-D
Pis. Subsequently, as use of the performance monitoring system progresses, some event
forerunners may be modified, added, or deleted, depending on their demonstrated
significance/insignificance to the process, and additional refinements to the correlations may be
suggested.
The overall process for making use of event forerunner-PSA input correlations consists of the
following steps:

1. Collect raw data on the various occurrences of event forerunners

2. Apply an appropriate event forerunner correlation to determine a change in a PSA
parameter (e.g., component failure rate, human error rate, etc.).

3 Categorize the change into its respective Type D PI. Accumulate changes to Pis based
on all such changes derived from event forerunner correlations.

4 Re-evaluate each SI based on the cumulative effect of the changes in the Type D Pis.
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Over the long term, an important objective is to make use of performance monitoring experience
to refined the correlations Correspondingly, there is a need to determine the long-term data
collection needs that will enable improvement of the correlations.

4.6 Overview of Recommended Performance Monitoring Process

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the recommended performance monitoring system. In this
figure, it is seen that the raw data (plant events and changes in plant conditions) are mapped
directly into a PI matrix element ij, including event forerunners. Those events/conditions mapped
into event forerunners get indirectly mapped into a Type-D PI matrix element, 4j, via the event
forerunner correlation. The effects of multiple events mapped into a given PI element are directly
cumulative. In turn, the effects of all elements Ply are then accumulated into the desired change
in SIk. (More accurately, the impact of the event/condition on SIk could be directly evaluated
from an existing database.)

As performance monitoring progresses, when an anomalous trend in an SI is observed, the
anomaly can be traced back to a corresponding anomalous behavior in a given PI element, or
elements. The type and level of the PI provide insights as to the ultimate source of the anomaly.
It is anticipated that the frequency of raw events will increase, roughly, with increasing PI type
and with increasing level number. Much of the change in an SI may typically be associated with
changes in event forerunners. Therefore, as an alternate way of using the performance modeling
system, changes in demonstrably important event forerunners could also be tracked independently.
By means of the event forerunner correlations and the inherent PI-SI relationships, any anomalous
trends in the event forerunners can then be assessed as to their ultimate impacts on Pis and Sis.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of the proposed PSA-based safety performance monitoring process
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5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND GUIDANCE

A variety of issues arise in the implementation of a safety performance monitoring system. These
issues pertain to: intended uses of the system; recording, archiving, and sifting through the event
database; approximate methods for assessment of the potential risk significance of an event;
methods for establishing correlations between event forerunners and PSA input parameters;
development of computer databases and algorithms necessary for automation of the system; and
other concerns. This section provides some brief guidance on how these issues may be addressed
in the proposed performance modeling system.

5.1 Uses of the Proposed Performance Modeling System

The objectives of the proposed safety performance modeling system have been outlined in Section
1 of this report. Some specific uses of the system include.

a. Determine the changes in safety, or potential changes in safety, due to various occurrences
at a plant

b. Determine the cumulative changes in safety due to multiple occurrences

c. Trend the historical safety performance of a given plant

d. Perform a comparison of the safety performance with plant peers

e. Trend the safety performance for a population of plants

f. Identify the most significant event forerunners, and use these to improve the prediction
of future plant performance.

Several other uses can also be envisioned. As developed in this report, the proposed model for
safety performance monitoring offers a level of sophistication that is capable of accommodating
all of these applications. The approach can also monitor the effects of operational and
organizational factors that may affect safety performance, provided a correlation between such
organizational factors and PSA inputs can be developed or reasonably hypothesized. If an
organizational PSA is available (which typically is not the case currently, but may be so in the
future), the performance modeling system can be readily extended to accommodate the impact
of organizational PSA parameters on Sis.

5.2 Management of the Event Database

In order to demonstrate the use of the proposed performance monitoring system, a record of past
occurrences at a plant is required. Similarly, to implement the system on an ongoing basis, a
continuous record of plant occurrences must be available. This record of events serves as the raw
data for the performance monitoring system. It should be stored in a raw database (computer file)
that can be searched and sifted for occurrences that are significant to safety, in accordance with
the type of Pis and event forerunners considered in the performance model. It is important that
such safety-significant occurrence data be archived in such a manner that it can be readily related
to the event forerunner or PI it affects (considering the type and level of the PI, and the time
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period for which it covers), so that information on the source of a safety anomaly can be readily
retrieved. This requires a relatively straightforward system for indexing plant events The
individual events in the sifted occurrence database are not themselves routinely tracked (i.e.,
plotted and inspected for trends), but enable the user of the overall system to extract information
and the level of detail needed to support decision making.

The aspects of database development, database access, and event retrieval are discussed
separately below, and are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Event Database Development

Each plant event that gets reported defines, and is entered as, a single record in the event
database, with each event having its own unique identifier/number. The date of the event is also
stored in the database, as well as a series of codes which describe the specific aspects of the event.
For instance, the codes would identify the component ID., train ID., system ID., operator
action, etc., affected by the event, and would identify whether or not the event had implications
to safety. The code would also convey whether the event involved an actual failure or error,
extended out-of-service unavailability, previously unobserved malfunction and/or unavailability
of unknown duration, or other occurrence. Type-D plant events should also be recorded and
encoded, and thus, the event coding scheme should be sufficiently flexible to describe changes in
characteristics of plant-level training, operational, and maintenance actions and procedures, as
well as changes in maintenance actions/characteristics at the system, train, component, or
operations level.

Event database development thus results in a large series of records that identify the event and
describe its characteristics in an accurate, concise manner. The database can most conveniently
be thought of as a table, where each row represents a given event, and the columns convey the
specific information for the event (event ID., date of event, description of event, etc.). Of course,
with ongoing plant operation, the event database/table grows in size as records (events) are
added.

Searching Accessing the Event Database

In the most general development, the event database represents all events that are reported for
the plant. In the performance monitoring system, there is a need to map each event as to its effect
on Pis and Sis. This requires a mechanism for sifting through events that are not significant to
the performance monitoring system (i.e., are not relevant to safety). Additionally, for those
remaining events that are relevant to the performance monitoring system, each occurrence is
sorted as to its effect on the PSA model. In other words, each safety-relevant event gets mapped
to a PSA-based parameter ID. (and numerical impact on the PSA model), where each such PSA
ID is included as a record in a performance-impact database (described below and illustrated in
Figure 5.1). Therefore, with the capability of mapping the event into a PSA I.D. (employing
algorithms that appropriately access and sort the raw event data), the impact on Sis and Pis can
ultimately be determined.
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Event Retrieval

It is important that the event database can also be manipulated in the reverse manner. That is, it
is necessary that a change in a PI or SI can be mapped backwards to the event that led to the
change. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, this objective can be readily accomplished by retaining an
event-impact table which associates each event directly with its corresponding change on Pis and
Sis.

5.3 Methods for Constructing a Performance-Impact Database

As just described, an important aspect of the performance monitoring system is the ability to
assess changes in Pis, and changes in Sis (either directly, or indirectly based on changes in Pis).
As suggested in Section 4, such assessment can take the form of the most exact method (i.e., for
each plant occurrence [component failure, operator error, etc.], perform direct [essentially real-
time] requantification of the PSA model, if such a model is available and maintained as a living
PSA for use in such applications), or of a more approximate approach. The guidance herein
relates to two preliminary alternative forms of approximate approaches, both of which involve
developing a performance-impact database (as illustrated in Figure 5.1), for use in binning various
plant occurrences into the PI type/level matrix discussed in Section 4.4. In other words, the
performance-impact database relates plant occurrences to specific Pis and Sis. In the first
approach, the performance-impact database is developed using information obtained from multiple
requantifications of the baseline PSA model. In the second approach, the development of the
performance-impact database is simplified by making use of the baseline PSA importance
rankings, augmented, if necessary, by qualitative expert rankings. Other approximate approaches
for developing the performance-impact database may also be conceived.

Development of Performance-Impact Database via Requantifications of the Baseline PSA Model

In this approach, requantification of the PSA model is used to determine the relative safety impact
level for each component, system, function and initiating event (CSFI) included in the PSA model.
The impact level for each CSFI is established by assuming that particular CSFI to be failed (for
initiating events, the frequency is set to one per year), and requantifying the PSA model to
determine the relative effect on each SI. Based on the requantification results, for each PI type,
the appropriate CSFI are categorized according to their impact level (i.e., PI types and levels, as
discussed in Section 4.4). The PI level categorization, which is based on relative risk significance,
can be gauged from what an analyst deems as to relative degrees of importance, given his
familiarity with the PSA model, together with the findings of requantification. A more
prescriptive approach would be to simply divide the hypothesized events into four groups
based onthe requantification findings: first, identify the group for which the requantification

indicates a negligible safety impact; and then, split the risk interval (range) defined by the
remaining events into three uniform intervals (based on linear arithmetic variation in risk or linear
logarithmic variation in risk), and designate events as being of low, moderate, or high risk
significance, based on the risk interval in which they were found to fall.
The aggregate of CSFI which are assigned to each PI type and level represent a singular PI. In
other words, if the requantification results indicate that safety injection pumps and
valves,dieselgenerators, and station service batteries all belong to significance level 2, then all
occurrences at the plant involving unavailability of any of these components would be categorized
as occurrences of the Type C, Level 2 performance indicator (i.e., each of these components does
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not represent an individual Type C, Level 2 indicator, rather, collectively, they comprise "the"
Type C, Level 2 indicator). This collective binning process is used to provide more data for each
PI (given that, especially for higher level Pis, data may be rather sparse), thereby allowing more
meaningful trending to be performed.

The advantage of this method (i.e., performing multiple requantification of the PSA model) is its
high precision in determining the safety impact of each plant occurrence. Consequentially, it is
a very labor-intensive task, and requires a fully-operational (and flexible) PSA model.

Development of Performance-Impact Database Using Importance Rankings Derived from the
Baseline PSA Model

In this approach, the importance rankings generated from the baseline PSA model are used to
establish the CSFI of safety significance. CSFI which do not appear in the importance rankings
are assumed to have a negligible impact on safety, and are excluded from the Pis. The CSFI
included in the various importance rankings need to be categorized according to type and level
(as described in Section 4.4). The actual importance values can be used to determine the
significance level for each CSFI. For example, based on the importance rankings, safety injection
pump unavailability may be classified as a Type C, Level 2 indicator, and main feedwater pump
unavailability may be classified as a Type C, Level 3 indicator. As in the previous approach, the
aggregate of CSFI which are assigned to each PI type and level represent a singular PI.

Two principal issues arise in implementing the approach just described. The first issue involves
the types of importance measures available for the PSA (e.g., risk achievement worth, risk
reduction worth, etc.). The second issue involves the extent to which importance measures are
available for each type of PI (i.e., component unavailability, system unavailability, etc.). These
issues are discussed below.

The types of importance measures available for a given PSA are generally a function of the
specific PSA software used. Typically, if a specific PSA software is capable of generating a
particular importance measure, then even if such rankings do not currently exist for a particular
PSA, they can be generated with little additional effort. The most common types of importance
measures used in PSA are (1) risk achievement worth, (2) risk reduction worth, and (3) Fussell-
Vesely importance. Risk achievement worth is the factor by which total core damage frequency
(CDF) would increase if the subject component, system or function was assumed to be failed.
(Note, risk achievement worth cannot be calculated for an initiating event.) Risk reduction worth
is the factor by which total CDF would decrease if the subject CSFI were assumed to never fail.
Fussell-Vesely importance is defined as the fraction of total CDF contributed by cutsets which
contain the subject CSFI. (Note, Fussell-Vesely [FV] importance can be mathematically expressed
in terms of risk reduction worth [RRW]; i.e., FV=1 - [1 / RRW].) For the objectives of a risk-
based safety performance monitoring system, it is believed that risk achievement worth is the most
appropriate importance measure, since emphasis is being placed on events which make a
component, system or function unavailable, and an attempt is being made to estimate the
significance of these events based on the potential increase in an SI (e.g., total CDF).
The second issue to be discussed involves the extent to which importance measures are available
for each type of PI. As already noted above, the importance measure, risk achievement worth,
cannot be calculated for an initiating event. In addition, depending on the methodology and
computer code employed for a particular PSA, importance measures may not be available for all
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CSFI. In particular, if a fault tree linking approach and computer code are used, then typically
importance measures are only available on a component level (i.e., not available at the system or
function level). In contrast, if a large event tree/split fraction methodology and computer code
are used, then typically importance measures are not readily available on a component level. To
overcome these problems the following approach is proposed.

To gauge the significance of a particular initiating event, the frequency of that initiating event
should be set to 1 per year in the PSA, and the conditional core damage probability (CCDP)
should be calculated for that event. In this manner, a relative ranking of the importance of
different initiating events can be obtained (without regard to their historical frequency of
occurrence). The CCDP for each initiating event can also be obtained without requantifying the
PSA model if the total CDF associated with each initiating event is known. In this case, the CDF
associated with each initiating event is divided by the initiating event frequency, in order to obtain
the corresponding CCDP.

To gauge the significance of specific systems or functions, a qualitative expert ranking is
performed. For this ranking, an individual who is intimately familiar with the PSA can use a
combination of plant design and operation knowledge, PSA accident sequence cutset results, and
component importance rankings to qualitatively assess the relative importance of all safety-
significant systems and functions. In most PSAs, those systems and/or functions which dominate
the CDF results will be readily evident to the developers, or regular users, of the PSA.
In summary, a combination of component-level risk achievement worth importances, initiating
event CDF contributions, dominant accident sequence cutsets, and knowledge of plant design and
operation can allow development of the PI type/level matrix, without the need for extensive
requantifications using the PSA model.

5.4 Establishing Correlations Between Event Type D Performance Indicators and PSA
Input Parameters

To hypothesize (initially) and establish (ultimately) correlations between Type-D Pis and changes
in PSA input parameters necessarily involves considerable effort. It is not realistic to expect that
the effect of Type-D events on Sis can be modeled (at least initially) in a highly accurate fashion.
Nonetheless, whereas one may have a loose qualitative notion that a candidate low-level (Type
D) PI may be related to safety (consequently, leading one to develop the belief that it may be
worthwhile to monitor such a PI), it is important to realize that (to be meaningful to safety
performance monitoring and decision making) a reasonable representation of its potential
quantitative effect on Sis must somehow be captured. In this regard, the performance modeling
concept proposed here differs from past propositions at performance modeling which have not
attempted to formulate the degree and significance of such correlations. For example, as indicated
in Section 3, others have proposed that the number of maintenance work requests (a low-level
PI that would fall into the Type-D category) be monitored, due to a belief that an increase in the
number of such requests might be indicative of future trends at the plant. It is not entirely clear,
however, whether the number of maintenance work requests is an antecedent of improved future
performance or of declining performance. Without further investigation to confirm or reject a
meaningful correlation of this PI with safety, one can actually say little about the safety
significance of an observed change in the PI. Furthermore, there may the danger that an increase
in this PI could trigger a change that might not, in fact, be beneficial for plant safety.
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The basis (in other studies proposing performance indicators) of the logic of adopting several low-
level Pis for monitoring seems to be that the more Pis that can be monitored, the better informed
regulators will be, resulting in better overall regulatory decisions. Also, many lower level Pis may
have been proposed due to their higher occurrence, thereby allowing more meaningful trending.
In fact, however, without a reasonable grasp of how each PI affects plant safety, an abundance
of low-level Pis is very likely to confuse the decision process. Thus, a careful investigation to
formulate, evaluate, and (where possible and most effective) improve correlations between low-
level Pis and PSA input parameters (e.g., component failure rates) should be undertaken. Such
investigation could take the form of:

(1) Statistical analysis;

(2) Explicit modeling of operational and organizational factors that relates lower-level
actions/events/conditions to changes in PSA input parameters; or

(3) A combination of the two preceding approaches, perhaps in the form of a response surface
analysis.

The development and implementation of correlations between Type-D Pis and changes in PSA
input parameters is beyond the scope of this study, and it is recommended that fuller exploration
of such approaches be undertaken in a subsequent phase of investigation, especially since it is
possible that available data for higher level (Type-A, -B or -C) Pis may be relatively sparse..

5.5 Overview of Computer Implementation

The performance monitoring process is facilitated by means of computer implementation. The
principal steps in such implementation include the following (Figure 5.1):

1. Develop the performance-impact database based on the PSA model.

2. Acquire event data and encode events into a standardized database format.

3. Process each event entry to map it into a PSA impact, including the magnitude of change
of the relevant PSA input parameter.

4. Use the performance-impact database to evaluate the impact of the event on Pis and Sis.

5 Construct an event-impact table relating each event to PI and SI changes.

6. Plot the variation of Pis and Sis as a function of time.

7. Use the event-impact table to look-up the specific events that led to observed anomalies
in the Sis and Pis.

Development of the performance-impact database is performed prior to execution of the PI and
SI monitoring process, and involves a significant effort. Use of this database avoids
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requantification of the PSA model whenever an event is reported, and therefore, serves as the
heart of the performance monitoring system.

Section 6 demonstrates the implementation of these steps in a case-study application of the
approach.
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6. DEMONSTRATION CASE-STUDY APPLICATION

6.1 Description of Case Study

In order to increase understanding of the methods and techniques described in this report, as well
as to identify any areas where theoretical aspects of risk-based safety performance monitoring do
not translate easily into practical application, a case study was performed. Performance of a case
study requires the availability of an existing PSA model (preferably an exercisable software
model), and a set of operational/maintenance event data. The specifics of the case study
undertaken for this project are described in the subsections that follow.

6.1.1 Description of Event Data

The PSA model selected for use in the case study application is a living PSA model of the Beznau
nuclear power plant, a Swiss, 2-loop, Westinghouse-designed PWR, with large, dry containment.
A special feature of the Beznau nuclear plant is the back-fitted NANO system, a complete set of
independent (single-train), bunkered systems capable of performing all essential safety functions
(i.e., high and low pressure injection and recirculation, reactor coolant pump seal injection, and
steam generator cooling). The living PSA, which currently includes internal events only, was
developed and is maintained by the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK).

The Beznau living PSA model at HSK has been developed using the small event tree and large
(linked) fault tree methodology. The internal events model includes 19 initiating event categories,
and on the order of 300 functional accident sequences. The whole-model PSA importance results
are available at the sequence, cutset and basic event levels. At the basic event level, available
importance measures include Fussell-Vesely, risk increase, risk decrease and Birnbaum. Note,
that due to the linked fault tree methodology employed, importances are not directly available
above the component (basic event) level (i.e., at the train, system or function level).

6.1.2 Description of the PSA Model

In order to demonstrate the use of the proposed performance monitoring system, a record of past
occurrences (i.e., operational and maintenance events) at the subject plant is required. This record
of events serves as the raw data for the performance monitoring system. For the case study, it
is most desirable to have the actual plant record of occurrences as the raw database. However,
since obtaining such a database involves a substantial effort, as well as a significant amount of
utility cooperation, this case study is instead based on a fabricated database of typical events. Use
of the fabricated database can still satisfactorily demonstrate the use of the proposed performance
monitoring system, and give insights into any areas where theoretical aspects of risk-based safety
performance monitoring do not translate easily into practical application. It should be noted that
while the events contained in the case study database are realistic examples of the types of events
that can be expected to occur at a nuclear power plant, the occurrence rate of these events has
been artificially increased in order to more completely exercise the proposed monitoring system.
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6.1.3 Selected Performance Indicators and Safety Indicators

Section 4 describes the various performance indicators (Pis) and safety indicators (Sis) that can
potentially be used in a performance monitoring system Section 4.3 identifies a specific list of
recommended Sis consisting of the following:

SI, = Percent (or fractional) change in core damage frequency (with respect to the
baseline PSA core damage frequency result)

SI2 = Percent (or fractional) change in conditional frequency of significant release given
core damage (with respect to the baseline PSA result for this frequency)

For simplification, and since the subject PSA model is currently only a Level-1 PSA, the case
study considers only SIj as the safety indicator of interest.

As discussed in Section 4.4, safety-related Pis are most meaningfully defined as elements in a
matrix based on the type of PSA impact and the level of potential risk significance. The
recommended PI types for the proposed safety performance monitoring system are repeated
below.

Type A: Initiating event; or changes, in a known way, an initiating event frequency;

Type B: Functional unavailability; system unavailability; train unavailability; or changes, in
a known way, the unavailability of a safety function, system, or train (directly,
without being attributable to changes in component unavailabilities);

TypeC: Component unavailability; or changes, in a known way, a component
unavailability; and

Type D: Correlates with a change in the unavailability of a safety component, train, system,
or function, or a change in an initiating event frequency.

As stated in Section 5.4, the development and implementation of correlations between Type-D
Pis and changes in PSA input parameters is beyond the scope of this study; therefore, for the
present case study, only PI types A, B and C have been considered.

The recommended levels of potential risk significance for Pis in the proposed safety performance
monitoring system are repeated below (from Section 4 4):

Level 1: High potential relative increase in an SI;

Level 2: Moderate potential relative increase in an SI; and

Level 3: Low potential relative increase in an SI.

All of the above PI levels are considered in the present case study.
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6.2 Development of the Performance-Impact Database

Section 5.3 describes two alternative approaches to development of a performance-impact
database, for use in binning various plant occurrences into the PI type/level matrix. The first
approach involves using information obtained from extensive requantifications of the baseline PSA
model The second approach, utilized for this case study, involves using a combination of
component-level risk achievement worth importances (hereafter referred to as risk increase
factors), initiating event CDF contributions, dominant accident sequence cutsets, and knowledge
of plant design and operation. With this latter approach, only limited requantifications of the PSA
model are necessary.

The first step in developing the performance-impact database for the case study involved
constructing a table containing the different components, trains, systems, functions and initiating
events (CSFIs) included in the PSA model, categorized by their PI type (see Table 6.1). The
nature of the CSFI (i.e., whether it is a component, system, etc.) determines its PI type, as defined
in Section 6.1 above. Each CSFI is represented in Table 6.1 by its event ID from the PSA model.

The next step undertaken involved determining the numerical impact that each CSFI has on its
associated PSA parameter. For initiating events, the associated initiating event frequency is set
to one per year. For other CSFIs, the particular CSFI is assumed to be failed (i.e., its
unavailability is set to a value of 1.0).

Using the information obtained in the previous step, the impact level for each CSFI was
established. Two methods are available for obtaining the impact level for initiating events. In the
first method, the conditional core damage probability (CCDP) was calculated for each initiating
event. If core damage frequency (CDF) results are available for each initiating event, as for the
case study, then the CCDP is simply obtained by dividing the associated CDF by the initiating
event frequency (per year). If such results are not available, or easily obtainable, then the PSA
model can be requantified setting the subject initiating event frequency to 1.0 per year, and all
other initiating event frequencies to zero. The resulting CDF will be equivalent to the CCDP for
the subject initiating event. Once the CCDP is obtained for all initiating events, the CCDPs
should be rank ordered, and engineering judgement can be used to subdivide the range of CCDPs
into the three impact levels (i.e., high, moderate, and low).

In the second method, a qualitative level assignment can be made, as was done for the case study.
All initiating events which result in a LOCA or significant reduction in the mitigating ability of the
plant (e.g., loss of offsite power or loss of service water), were assigned to the high impact level
category. These types of initiating events typically have a relatively low occurrence frequency.
All initiating events which result in little or no reduction in the mitigating ability of the plant (e.g.,
general transients or turbine trips), were assigned to the moderate impact level category. These
types of initiating events typically do occur with some regularity. Lastly, any initiating events
considered in the PSA which require some additional failure to occur in order to result in a reactor
trip (e.g., a single turbine trip coincident with failure of the plant runback system), were assigned
to the low impact level category.
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Table 6.1 Performance-Impact Database

PSA Impact ID
Numerical Impact on

Input Parameter

Initiating Events (Type A)

IEAMSIV

IEEXLOCA

IEGTRAN

IEINASI

IEKACL

IELLOCA

IELOIA

IELOOP

IEPKZL

IEPRNL

IEPRWL

IEPR

IESGTR

IESLBI

IESLBO

IESLOCA

IESTT

IETT

Safety Functions (Type B)

Subcriticality

RCS Integrity

SG Cooling

ECCS Injection

ECCS Recirculation

Safety Systems (Tvjae B)

High Pressure Safety
Injection (JSI)

NANO High Pressure
Safety Injection (JSI)

Primary Auxiliary
Cooling Water (PRW)

Secondary Auxiliary

Cooling Water (PRN)

Secondary Component
Cooling Water (PKZ)

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Frequency =

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavai lability

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavailability

Unavailability

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

PSA

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

PIr

PIl'

Pli,

PI 1 2

Pill

Pill

Pill

PI,,

Pill

Pill

PIjl

PIl,

PI,,

Pin

PI,,

PI,,

PI,,

PI,,

Pin

PI,,

PI,,

PI,,

Pin

PI;i

PI=i

Pl:l

« = i

PI:i

ÛPI

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

(Increment

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

by

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

one)

ASI

Not applicable1

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

5.88E+03

3.62E+02

1.95E+03

4.07E+03

2.10E+03

7.15E+01

1.07E+01

8.98E+01

2.81E+01

1.48E+02
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PSA Impact ID
Numerical Impact on PSA

Input Parameter API ASI

Safety Systems (Type B) (Continued)

Plant Well Water (LBW)

Auxiliary Feedwater
(LSN)

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

PI-.; (Increment by one)

PI:l (Increment by one)

1.74E+0O

7.84E+01

Safety System Trains (Type B)

JSI-1B

JSI-1C

JSI-1O

PRN-1

PRN-2

PKZ-1

PKZ-2

LSN-1

LSN-2

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

PI:: (Increment by one)

PI-; (Increment by one)

PI-! (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI;: (Increment by one)

PI;3 (Increment by one)

PI:, (Increment by one)

PI2, (Increment by one)

1.70E+00

2.08E+00

1.19E+01

1.04E+00

1.04E+00

1.63E+00

1.03E+00

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

Safety System Components (Type C)

APUOO1CS

APUO1CFR

APUO1CFS

APUO1DFS

APU01DMN

APU1BCHE

AVA851TC

AVC60BF0

AVC60CFO

AVM037MN

HEJ7RU

HPU1BCCS

HPUABCCR

HVA274TC

HVH003TC

XHX03RU

XPULBWCS

XPUN01FR

XPUN02MN

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

P I n (Increment by one)

PI,~ (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI,! (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI3i (Increment by one)

PI3- (Increment by one)

PI,! (Increment by one)

PI,; (Increment by one)

PI,i (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI3- (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,-. (Increment by one)

7.40E+01

2.08E+00

2.08E+00

1.19E+01

1.19E+01

7.40E+01

1.01E+00

1.02E+00

1.02E+00

2.00E+00

8.98E+01

1.41E+00

8.98E+01

1.34E+00

8.98E+01

1.48E+02

1.74E+00

1.04E+00

1.04E+0O
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PSA Impact ID
Numerical Impact on PSA

Input Parameter API ASI

Safety System Components (Type C) (Continued)

XPUN12CR

XPUUABMN

XPUZ01FR

XPUZ01FS

XPUZ02MN

XPUZ12CR

XVH114TC

XVH263FO

YPULSNCS

YPUSN1FR

YPUSN1FS

YPUSN1MN

YPUSN2FR

YPUSN2FS

YPUSN2MN

YVC908C0

YVH106F0

YVM206FO

YVM906C0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability =1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

Unavailability = 1 . 0

PI,! (Increment by one)

PI,; (Increment by one)

PI3: (Increment by one)

PI,- (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI,! (Increment by one)

PI,; (Increment by one)

PI,; (Increment by one)

PI,! (Increment by one)

PI,- (Increment by one)

PI3: (Increment by one)

PI,- (Increment by one)

PI3- (Increment by one)

PI3- (Increment by one)

PI3- (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI,- (Increment by one)

PI,- (Increment by one)

PI,; (Increment by one)

2.81E+01

1.74E+00

1.63E+00

1.60E+00

1.03E+00

1.48E+02

1.48E+02

1.7AE+00

7.84E+01

2.38E+0O

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

1.94E+03

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

7.8AE+01

Due to the expected sparsity of data regarding initiating events, monitoring of an SI for this
category of events (e.g., conditional core damage probability) is not deemed necessary. Therefore,
initiating events are monitored only by the tracking of their occurrence (using the Pis).
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The impact level for each safety function, system, train or component, was quantitatively assigned
based on the corresponding risk-increase factor (RIF). The appropriate RIF was typically either
obtained or estimated from the existing PSA importance results. A rank-ordered listing of the RIF
for the top 800 components2 was obtained directly from the computer model for the PSA. It was
first determined that all components with RIFs below 1.01 have no quantifiable safety significance.
Engineering judgement was then used to sub-divide the retained range of RIFs into high,
moderate and low categories, as follows:

High (Level 1)

Moderate (Level 2)

Low (Level 3)

RIF ^ 3.00

1.30 s RIF < 3.00

1.01 s RIF< 1.30

It should be noted that the boundaries selected for the different impact levels are somewhat
arbitrary, and depending on the actual RIFs obtained for a given PSA, engineering judgement can
be used to redefine these boundaries (based on, for example, if an RIF clustering trend is
noticeable)

Using the boundaries identified above, the case study resulted in 284 components being assigned
to the high impact category, 245 components being assigned to the moderate impact category,
and 249 components being assigned to the low impact category.

The impact level for each safety system (or safety system train) was assigned based on correlation
with the RIFs of components within the system or train. Typically, the RIF for a safety system
or train was taken to be the highest RIF associated with a component which could fail, by itself,
the subject system or train. (Due to the explicit modeling of common cause failures as basic
events in the case study PSA model, single-point failure events were available for all systems
modeled.)

The impact level for each safety function considered in the PSA (see Table 6.1) was assigned to
the high category, based on engineering judgement and knowledge of the PSA. For confirmation,
the PSA model was requantified once for each safety function, with the unavailability for the
subject safety function set to 1 0. The resulting total CDF for each requantification was divided
by the base line PSA total CDF to obtain the appropriate RIF. The RIFs associated with each
safety function obtained by requantification ranged between 362 and 5,882, thereby confirming
that each safety function should be assigned to the high impact level category.
Once the PI type and level were obtained for each CSFI, the appropriate PI (PI,,, PI32, etc.) was
entered into the performance-impact database. The change in PI (API) column in Table 6.1

2 The term "component," in this context, actually refers to the basic events in the PSA
model. A basic event in the PSA model includes both a component and a specific failure mode
(e.g., valve 12A fails to open, or valve 12A transfers closed). Therefore, a component can
actually be represented by more than one basic event in the PSA model. Human error and test
or maintenance events are also basic events in the PSA model. Each of the above individual
basic events are referred to, and treated, as distinct "components" in the context of the
discussion of the case study.
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contains the appropriate PI to be incremented upon occurrence of an event involving the subject
CSFI. The change in SI (ASI) column in Table 6.1 contains the RIF associated with each CSFI,
since the safety indicator being considered for the case study is core damage frequency. As
mentioned in the table, due to the expected sparsity of data regarding initiating events, monitoring
of an SI for this category of events (e.g., CCDP) is not deemed necessary. Therefore, initiating
events are monitored only by the tracking of their occurrence (using the Pis).
Note, development of the performance-impact database is based on the ability to assign a relative
safety impact level (high, moderate or low) to each CSFI. In attempting to assign an appropriate
impact level to each CSFI, the following issues needed to be addressed:

1. In some instances, PSA modeling simplifications or conservatisms resulted in the
exaggerated importance of CSFI. In these cases, knowledge of the PSA model (and
associated assumptions/simplifications) was needed to correctly categorize the importance
of the impacted CSFI. This was especially evident when considering systems that have
one or more, but not all, trains normally operating (since the train, or trains, assumed to
be normally operating necessarily have a different impact than those trains assumed to be
in standby).

2. The PSA truncation limits resulted in underestimating of risk increase factors for some
CSFI (particularly those with low unavailabilities, since many of the cutsets associated
with these CSFI were below the truncation limit).

3. Maintenance on normally operating pumps had to be added to the PSA impact table and
performance impact database, even though an associated event did not exist in the PSA
(due to modeling simplifications).

4. For components which included an event for maintenance (as well as for one or more
failure modes), the RIF for the maintenance event was often found to be lower than for
the other failure modes, mostly due to technical specification limitations (i.e., maintenance
on one pump in a two-pump system never shows up in a cutset with maintenance on the
other pump). However, for the most part, this is appropriate, since the majority of
component unavailability due to a functional failure occurs prior to detection (i.e., the
average fault exposure time), and therefore, may occur simultaneously with maintenance
on redundant components that would normally violate technical specifications.

Lastly, note that for the purposes of the case study, only a limited sample of the systems and
components from the Beznau PSA model are included in Table 6.1. This sampling is sufficient
to demonstrate the use of the proposed performance monitoring system.

6.3 Event Encoding and Development of the Event Database

As described in Section 5.2, implementation of the proposed performance monitoring system
requires the availability of a continuous record of plant occurrences (i.e., events involving the
CSFI identified as being significant to plant safety). Each plant event that gets reported is entered
as a single record in the event database, with each event having its own unique identifier/number.
The database also includes the date of each event, and a series of codes which describe thespecific
aspects of the event (e.g., components or systems affected by the event, safety
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implications of the event, duration of the event, or whether the event involved an actual failure
or error). Therefore, the event database ultimately (as time goes on, and more data is entered)
will result in a large series of records that identify the event and describe its characteristics in an
accurate and concise manner

A sample event database is provided in Table 6.2. As stated in Section 6.1.2, for use in the case
study, it is most desirable to use actual plant occurrences as the entries in the event database.
However, due to the limitations stated previously, a fabricated database of typical events is used
instead (supposedly covering the first six months of 1996). This fabricated database includes
realistic examples of the types of events that can be expected to occur at the Beznau plant, though
as stated before, the occurrence rate of these events has been artificially increased in order to
more completely exercise the proposed monitoring system. For each event entered in the
database, an event ID should be assigned (which, in the case study, is just a chronological
numbering of the event), the event initiation date should be recorded, and an encoded description
of the event should be provided. Note, since development of an event encoding scheme is beyond
the scope of this project, a brief event description is included in place of the encoded description.
One of the most important pieces of information that should be included in the encoded event
description is the event duration (which is included in the descriptions provided in Table 6.2). The
encoded event description should also identify if an event involves an actual failure or error, and
if so, what fault exposure time should be assigned. Fault exposure time refers to the amount of
time a component failure exists before it is detected. For these types of undetected failure events,
an average fault exposure time is usually assigned which is equal to one-half of the interval from
the time the component was last verified to be in the non-failed state until the time the failure is
detected (i.e., typically one-half of the surveillance test interval). For components tested on a
monthly basis (or less frequently), fault exposure time associated with an actual component failure
will have a significantly greater impact than events associated with routine preventive or
corrective maintenance.

6.4 Mapping of Events to PSA Impacts and Performance Impacts

As discussed in Section 5.2, use of the performance monitoring system requires that each event
ID from the event database be mapped to a PSA-based parameter ID (and numerical impact on
the PSA model), where each such PSA ID is included as a record in the performance-impact
database described in Section 6.2. This mapping allows the impact on Sis and Pis to be
determined for each event in the event database (as described more fully in Section 5). Table 6.3
provides this mapping in the form of a PSA impact table for the 16 sample events included in the
case study event database (Table 6.2). As in Table 6.1, the PSA impact IDs are taken directly
from the PSA model. The PSA impact IDs can be associated with a safety function, system, train
or component, or an initiating event. The numerical impacts listed in Table 6.3 are taken from
the performance-impact database (Table 6 1).
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Table 6.2 Event Database

Event ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Event Date

03.01.96

16.01.96

21.01.96

06.02.96

14.02.96

18.02.96

02.03.96

07.03.96

08.03.96

15.03.96

25.03.96

04.04.96

30.04.96

11.05.96

05.06.96

22.06.96

Event Encoded Description *

During monthly test of auxiliary feedwater pump LSN-1, excessive
vibration noted. Pump taken out of service for preventive
maintenance. (Event duration =4.5 hours)

External leakage observed around NANO JSI MOV-1037. Valve
declared out of service for maintenance. (Event duration = 3.0
hours)

NANO JSI pump 1D fails to start during monthly test. Pump taken
out of service for repairs. (Event duration = 22.0 hours)

During monthly test of auxiliary feedwater pump LSN-1, excessive
vibration noted. Pump taken out of service for preventive
maintenance. (Event duration = 8.0 hours)

Operator fails to properly re-align JSI pumps 1B and 1C
following test. (Event duration = 14 hours)

Both plant well water pumps taken out of service for maintenance
due to contaminated oil supply. (Event duration = 16.0 hours)

During monthly test of auxiliary feedwater pump LSN-2, excessive
vibration noted. Pump taken out of service for preventive
maintenance. (Event duration =6.5 hours)

Auxiliary feedwater MOV 2-5906 fails to open during test. Fault
torque limit switch replaced. (Event duration = 3.5 hours)

Secondary auxiliary cooling water pump PRN-1 fails during
operation. Faulty motor current surge protector replaced.
(Event duration =12.0 hours)

Secondary component cooling water pump PKZ-2 taken out of
service for maintenance. (Event duration = 9.0 hours)

External leakage observed around plant well water valve 7263.
Valve declared out of service for maintenance. (Event duration
= 5.0 hours)

During monthly test of auxiliary feedwater pump LSN-1, excessive
vibration noted. Pump taken out of service for preventive
maintenance. (Event duration = 20.0 hours)

During monthly test of JSI-1B pump, minimum recirculation flow
check valve 860B failed to open completely. No cause found.
Check valve operated successfully during additional tests.
(Event duration 5.5 hours)

Turbine trip (unknown cause) results in reactor trip.

During monthly test of auxiliary feedwater pump LSN-1, excessive
vibration noted. Pump taken out of service for preventive
maintenance. (Event duration = 8.0 hours)

Secondary component cooling water pump PKZ-2 taken out of
service for maintenance. (Event duration =5.0 hours)

example, a brief event description is included in this column.
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Table 6.3 PSA Impact Table

Event ED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

PSA Impact ID

YPUSN1MN

AVM037MN

APU01DFS

YPUSN1MN

APU1BCHE

XPUWABMN

YPUSN2MN

YVM206FO

v XPUN01FR

XPUZ02MN

XVH263FO

YPUSN1MN

AVC60BFO

EETT

YPUSN1MN

XPUZ02MN

Numerical Impact on PSA Input
Parameter

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability =1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Frequency = 1.0

Unavailability = 1.0

Unavailability^ 1.0

6.5 Results of Execution of the Performance Monitoring System

Some specific uses of the performance monitoring system are identified in Section 5.1. One of
the most useful applications of the system is the trending of historical plant safety performance,
by tracking changes in Pis and Sis. As performance monitoring progresses, when an anomalous
trend in an SI is observed, the anomaly can be traced back to a corresponding anomalous behavior
in a given PI element, or elements.

The plant events included in the case study typically involve Type-3 Pis. Using the information
provided in the event database (Table 6.2), the PSA impact table (Table 6.3), and the
performance-impact table (Table 6.1), the occurrences of the Type-3 Pis can be tracked on a
monthly basis, as shown in Figure 6.1. The SI being considered for the case study is core damage
frequency (SI,), and is trended by plotting the RIF for each event occurrence. In Figure 6.1, the
change in SI, (ASI) is tracked monthly through calculation of an averaged monthly RIF. The
averaged monthly RTF is calculated by weighting the RIF associated with each event occurring
in a given month by the event duration. Note, for functional failures of standby equipment, the
average fault exposure time must be added to the event duration. As stated in Section 6.3, the
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average fault exposure time is assumed to be one-half of the time from the last verification of the
equipment operability (i.e., typically, the last successful test of the equipment).

The calculation of averaged monthly RIF is demonstrated by the following example (based on the
data provided in Table 6.2 for the month of June 1996):

Total hours in June 1996 = 720

Events from June 1996.

Event 15 (05.06.96); duration = 8 h; ASI = 2.38
Event 16 (22.06.96); duration = 5 h; ASI = 1.03

Total hours in June 1996 at baseline risk = 720 - 13 = 707

ASI(June 1996) = [(2.38*8) + (1.03 * 5) + (1.00 * 707)]/720 = 1.02

Review of Figure 6.1 shows, as expected, that PI31 has the greatest impact on ASI, while PI33 has
the least impact. Obviously, the greater the PI impact level, the more closely it should correlate
with ASI. It should be noted, that the correlation between the Pis and ASI in Figure 6.1 is not
precise, since the tracking of Pis is only based on number of occurrences, and does not account
for the duration of the event, which has a direct influence on ASI.

An alternate means of tracking the Pis and ASI is on a real-time basis, as shown in Figure 6.2.
In this figure, the cumulative number of occurrences of each PI is plotted as a function of the
actual time of occurrence. More importantly, instead of plotting ASI as an averaged monthly
value, it is also plotted on a real-time basis. Inspecting Figure 6.2 as one overall plot, and
considering the relative importance of the different Type-3 PI impact levels, the correlation can
be seen between the Pis and ASI. Again, as in the previous figure, the correlation is not precise
since tracking of the Pis does not account for event duration; however, Figure 6.2 appears to be
better-suited for tracking back specific events associated with large changes in ASI.

As a final note, when event durations (including fault exposure time) overlap each other, the
resulting RIF may be difficult to obtain (without requantifying the PSA model) For components
in the same train, the combined RIF is the same as each of the individual RTFs (which should,
themselves, be equal). For two components not from the same train, and which do not appear
in any accident sequence cutsets together, the combined RIF is equal to the sum of the individual
RJJs, minus one (i.e., RIFjcombined] = RIF[1] + RTF[2] -1). For components that appear in one
or more cutsets together, there may be no easy way to even conservatively quantify the combined
RTF (i.e., the PSA model may need to be requantified setting each component unavailability to
1.0).
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Figure 6.1 Performance Monitoring Results (Averaged Monthly)
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6.6 Use of the Event-Impact Table

In order that the source of a safety anomaly can be readily retrieved, it is necessary that a change
in a PI or SI can be mapped backwards to the event that led to the change. This objective is
accomplished through the use of an event-impact table, which tracks the effect of each event on
the Pis and Sis. Table 6.4 provides the event-impact table developed for the case study. This
table was constructed using the information provided in the PSA impact table (Table 6.3) and the
performance-impact database (Table 6.1). The event-impact table enables the user of the overall
system to extract information (from the event database) at the level of detail needed to support
decision making.
Table 6.4 Event Impact Table

Event ED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

API

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI31 (Increment by one)

PI3, (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI32 (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,-, (Increment by one)

PIj3 (Increment by one)

PI17 (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

PI,, (Increment by one)

ASI

2.38E+OO

2.00E+00

1.19E+01

2.38E+00

7.40E+01

1.74E+00

2.38E+00

2.38E+00

1.04E+00

1.03E+00

1.74E+00

2.38E+00

1.02E+00

Not applicable1

2.38E+00

1.03E+00
1 Due to the expected sparsity of data regarding initiating events, monitoring of an SI for this
category of events (e.g., conditional core damage probability) is not deemed necessary.
Therefore, initiating events are monitored only by the tracking of their occurrence (using the Pis).

6.7 Summary and Implementation Recommendations

In order to increase understanding of, and appreciation for, the proposed safety performance
monitoring system, a case study was performed, requiring the availability of an existing PSA
model, and a set of operational/maintenance event data. The case study was based on a living
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PSA model for the Beznau nuclear power plant, developed and maintained by HSK. The PSA
model was developed using a small event tree and large (linked) fault tree approach. For
operational and maintenance event data, a fabricated database was used, which included realistic
examples of the types of events that can be expected to occur at the Beznau plant (though with
an artificially increased occurrence rate).

The events from the database were mapped to a PSA-based parameter ID (and numerical impact
on the PSA model), in order to allow the impact on Sis and Pis to be determined for each event
in the event database. Each PSA-based parameter ID was included as a record in the
performance-impact database, which is used to bin the various plant occurrences into the PI
type/level matrix, and identify the appropriate change in SI (in terms of an RIF) for each
occurrence.

Using the event database, PSA impact table, and performance-impact database, plant safety
performance was monitored by tracking changes in Pis and Sis. The change in SI was presented
both as an averaged monthly value, as well as on a real-time basis. Review of the SI and PI plots
indicated that a correlation could be identified between the Pis and the SI (even though the
correlation was somewhat imprecise, since Pis are tracked by occurrence number, without
accounting for event duration). Lastly, an event-impact table was developed, which tracks the
effect of each event on the Pis and Sis. The event-impact table allows a change in a PI or SI to
be mapped backwards to the event that led to the change, and thereby enable the user of the
overall system to extract information (from the event database) at the level of detail needed to
support decision making.
The following two comments should be made related to the implementation of the safety
performance monitoring system:

1. The baseline PSA model used for calculation of RIFs includes basic events representing
average unavailabilities due to maintenance on various plant components. An argument
may be made that in calculating ASI for each event, specific component(s), train(s), etc.,
are assumed to be unavailable, and therefore, all other components should be assumed to
be available (unless they are unavailable due to an overlapping event, which would then
already be accounted for through calculation of an appropriate ASI). As such, the
baseline CDF should be calculated setting all maintenance unavailabilities to zero in the
PSA model However, regardless of which baseline CDF value is used, the emphasis in
using the performance monitoring system should be an the relative values of ASI (amongst
different events, or as part of a trend), and not on the absolute values.

2. The calculation of PI impact levels (and, ultimately, impact on Sis) is based on the effect
of having a particular CSFI unavailable at any given time. However, for failure of
normally operating equipment, there may be an increased chance for occurrence of an
initiating event, which could ultimately lead to core damage. For example, if the plant
contains a cooling water system (X) with two redundant pumps, one of which is normally
operating, and the operating pump were to fail, there would be an increase in potential
CDF due not only to the fact that given any initiating event only one pump for system X
would be potentially available, but also due to the fact that the frequency of an initiating
event caused by the loss of system X would be increased (if loss of system X, or a system
supported by system X, would result in a reactor trip; e.g., component cooling water
system or service water system). This additional impact on CDF due to a potential
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increase in initiating event frequency is not currently accounted for in the CSFI impact
level evaluation; however, it is not expected to significantly alter the importance (i.e.,
impact level) of any of the CSFIs.

For eventual implementation of a safety performance monitoring system, the following
recommendations are made:

1. The PSA model selected for use should provide component (basic event) importance
results in terms of RIF, and should be fully exercisable, in the event that (limited) model
requantifications are necessary.

2. An event database, in the format described in Section 6.3, should be developed and
maintained, and a procedure should be developed for standardizing the entry of data into
the database. In addition, an effort should be made to construct a historical event
database for the plant, to facilitate the trending of results, and to confirm the
appropriateness of the Pis selected (in terms of correlation with the Sis).

3. Development of the performance-impact database should involve the support of those
individuals most familiar with the PSA model and its assumptions, in order to ensure the
assignment of appropriate RIFs to those CSFI whose importance may be significantly
affected by modeling assumptions.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has presented guidance on the implementation of a risk-based safety performance
monitoring system for nuclear power plants. The guidance has been developed for use by
regulators and utility or plant safety managers. The importance of the proposed approach is in its
being founded on a PSA framework, and its development of safety performance monitoring as a
meaningful use of PSA. The study has formulated novel techniques that enhance the practicality
and relevance of performance modeling, and has demonstrated the guidance through
implementation of a case-study application. The study has also resulted in a number of valuable
findings, including preliminary conclusions, as well as recommendations for further investigation.
Synopses of these various aspects of the study are provided in the following subsections.

7.1 Summary of Recommended Approach

The recommended approach applies to safety performance monitoring, and make use of PSA
techniques and results to effectively define high-level safety indicators (Sis) and to categorize
plant events/conditions into a meaningful, compact set of performance indicators (Pis). The basic
(i.e., low-level) events and conditions that occur or exist at a plant comprise the raw data for the
performance monitoring system. All such events/conditions that either directly alter a PSA input
or model parameter, or suggest (via correlation) a change in a PSA parameter, define an event
database that serves as input to the performance monitoring system. Since, in general, a multitude
of differing events/conditions can occur and may be of interest in performance monitoring, it is
impractical to monitor each and every such event/condition as a unique performance indicator;
a system for grouping event/conditions having similar characteristics and impacts is needed. Thus,
the recommended system categorizes the basic events/conditions into a manageable set of PI bins
that relate to a matrix that characterizes (a) the type of impact the event/condition has on the PSA
model (i.e., whether the event changes an initiating event frequency, functional/system/train
unavailability, or component unavailability, or correlates to a change in such a
frequency/unavailability), and (b) the level of risk significance the event/condition has on the
particular SI being monitored (e.g., contribution to change in core damage frequency). This PSA-
based Type/Level PI categorization is at the heart of the performance monitoring system. By
examining changes in an SI and its supporting set of Pis, the magnitude and sources of changes
in plant safety can be readily understood and insight is lended as to the meaning of trends in plant
performance.

Implementation of the recommended approach requires a PSA model for each plant of interest.
Due to the complexity of PSA models, and the need to have an efficient performance monitoring
process that does not require continual requantification of the PSA model, a systematic
methodology for computerizing the performance monitoring process has been formulated. This
methodology makes use of a performance-impact (P-I) database that is derived from the PSA
model. Using the performance-impact database, the SI and PI implications of the raw event data
can be readily ascertained, without requantifying the PSA model for each event. In this process,
event data are first described in terms of a PSA impact table, which demonstrates the effects of
the event/condition on PSA parameters. Then, the P-I matrix is used to derive an event impact
table, which shows the resulting effect of the events/conditions on changes in Pis and the SI.
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To provide the most meaningful insights for decision making, the formalized/computerized
performance monitoring process can be used in either a forward way — to determine the changes
in Pis and Sis resulting from basic events/conditions — or, in a backward manner, whereby the
specific events/conditions that led to a given SI or PI change can be readily found.

7.2 Findings of Case-Study Application

As a test of the recommended approach, the performance monitoring process has been applied
to a case-study application based on an actual PSA model for an existing plant, using hypothetical,
yet representative event data. Several and varied hypothetical event data have been used to
exercise the capabilities of the performance monitoring system. The case study has demonstrated
the usefulness and feasibility of the system. Additionally, the case study has served to identify and
resolve specific implementation issues/concerns, and to develop recommendations for more
routine application. Results from the case study are promising and suggest further areas of
investigation.

7.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The principal conclusions of this study are:

A PSA-based framework serves as the most rational basis for safety performance
monitoring.

An effective system for defining and monitoring Sis and Pis has been developed, and a
formalized process has been formulated for practical, computerized implementation of the
system.

The system has been demonstrated via a preliminary case-study application, and the results
of such application are promising.

The principal recommendation of this work is that additional investigation is needed, and should
be undertaken, to fully implement the concepts described in this study, and to achieve the most
efficient and soundest basis for safety performance monitoring. Some aspects of such additional
investigation should include the following:

• Fully implement the necessary algorithms and database management frameworks in a
computer code.

• Develop a formal procedure for event encoding that is consistent with the performance
monitoring system and computerized algorithms.

Further refine the bases for SI quantifications

• Conduct further investigation of "Type-D" Pis, by studying potential relationships (e.g.,
statistical correlations, hypothesized correlations, expert-based correlations, fuzzy
correlations) between basic events/conditions and changes in PSA parameters.
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Explore the relevance of the various modules of SKI's Integrated Safety Assessment
Program (ISAP) to the various facets of performance modeling and monitoring, and
evaluate the potential benefits of coordinating existing ISAP functions with respect to an
overall performance monitoring process for regulatory use.

Collect and analyze event data for a Swedish NPP. (This will require extensive
cooperation with a Swedish nuclear utility).

Fully implement and test the computerized performance monitoring system for the
selected Swedish NPP.
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